Plan Purcellville 2018 Comprehensive Plan, Version 5.0 2019 Errata – Annotated

This document is a listing of specific revisions to Version 5.0, as recommended by the Planning Commission, subsequent to the June 6, 2019 public hearing.

Acknowledgements page i: Replace with the current version attached hereto.

Page 35: Legend for Agriculture Commercial does not match depiction on map ... should be green background with brown dots rather than brown background with green dots. NOTE: Agriculture Commercial has been changed to Agricultural and the color will be green; see the 2019 Change matrix document.

Page 45: For Figure 113, replace picture with a better example of an existing industrial business.

Page 50: Correct typo. In the final paragraph, first sentence – the word “relatively” is misspelled as “relativity”.

Page 61: Area 2: Floodplain must be the most current FEMA limits.

Page 77: On figure 167, change “Fireman Field” to “Fireman’s Field”.
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